DX Assn notice of upcoming events:
Ron Wilcox, from the Utah DX Assn. thought we might be interested in the following list of
activities! Here are some of our upcoming presenters in case any in the club are interested
We have some exciting speakers and presenters for the next few months for the Utah DX
Association. These will be zoom meetings, so if you are interested let us know so that we can
send the log in information to you.
In September, on the 16th, we will have Cezar Trifu, VE3LYC. Cezar will be presenting first on
the basics of IOTA, Islands on the Air, and then on some of his rare island activations.
Cezar is an avid DXer and IOTA island activator. He is on the International Board of Directors for
IOTA. He has received many Dx and IOTA awards.
Following Cezar, Will Costelo, WC6DX, will speak on IOTA and DXing. He is an avid participant in
DXing, IOTA and LOTA (lighthouses on the air). This is the presentation he was going to make at
Visalia, at the IOTA banquet, so it will be great to be able to see it.
In October, on the 21st, we will have Carl Luetzelschwab, K9LA, speaking to us. He has chosen a
series of mini topics including:
DXing with vintage equipment
DXing with simple antennas
Solar update
Propagation update
Surprise topic?
Carl is an avid DXer, an expert on propagation. His website is amazing,
Please check out all of their QRZ pages and their websites. These individuals bring a wealth of
experience and knowledge. In fact, so much that we will probably want to see if they will come
back to present to us some time in the future again.
Be sure and invite ham radio friends, and other clubs you know in the hobby to attend these
meetings to hear their presentations.
Today is a good day to have a great day!
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